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’ NIKOLA TESLA, OF NEW YORK,- N. Y.
APPARATUS FUR AERIAL TRANSPORTATION. I

Application ?led October 4, 1927. -Serial No. 223,915.

This application is a continuation in art

of my application Serial No. 499,518, led
September 9, 1921, and. is made pursuant
to the rules of the Patent O?ice, its purpose
being to describe and claim apparatus which
I have invented for carrying into-practice
the method therein disclosed.

projected air particles; symbolically ex
pressed,

'

' T=E(mv).

On the other hand, the kinetic energy of
the air set in motion is

'

>

E=E Zmv'
2

The invention consists of a new type 0'1

10

55

?ying machine, designated “helicopter

plane”, which may be raised and lowered From these equations it is evident that a
great thrust can be obtained with a com
same propelling devices and comprises: a paratively small amount of power simply by
prime mover of im roved design and an increasing'the aggregate mass of the parti

vertically and driven horizontally by the
15

airscrew, both espec1ally adapted for the cles and reducing their velocities. Butxthe

purpose, means for tilting the machine in seemingly great gain thus secured is of small
the air, arrangements for controlling its value'in aviation for the reason that a high
, operation in any position, a novel landing speed of travel is generally an essential re
gear and other constructive details, all of quirement which cannot be ful?lled except

20

which will be hereinafter fully described. ' by propelling the air at high velocity, and 70
The utility of the aeroplane as a means that obviously. implies a relatively small

of transport is materially lessened and its
commercial introduction greatly hampered

thrust,

‘

.

-

Another quality commonly attributed to
owing to the inherent inability of the mech the helicopter is great stability, this being
anism to readily rise and alight, which is an apparently a logical inference judging from

' unavoidable consequence of the fact that the the location of the centers of gravity and

required lifting force can only be produced pressure. It will be found, though, that

by a more or less rapid 'tra-nslatory move
ment of the planes or foils. This indis

30

4O

contrary to this prevailing opinion the de
vice, while moving in any direction other
pensable high velocity, imperilling life and than
up or down, has an equilibrium easily
property, makes itnecessar'y to equip the disturbed and has, moreover, a pronounced
machine with special appliances and provide tendency to oscillate.
.
suitable facilities at, the terminals _of the
In explanation of these and other pecu
route, all of ‘which ‘entail numerous draw liarities, assume the helicopter poised in still
backs and difficulties of a serious nature.
air at a certain height, the axial thrust T
More recently, professional attention has j ust equalling the weight, and let the axis of
been turned to the helicopter vwhich is devoid the propeller be inclined to form an angle
of planes as distinct organs of support and, a. with the horizontal. The change to the
presumably, enables both vertical and hori new position will have a two-fold effect:

zontal propulsion to be satisfactorily accom

plished through the instrumentality of the

pro elier alone.

-

the vertical thrust will be diminished to
Tv=T SlIla.

.

T e prospects of such a ?ying machine and at the same time there will be produced
appear at ?rst attractive, primarily because a horizontal thrust

it makes possible the carrying of great

_
Th=Ttcosa
" weight with a relatively small expenditure Under the action of the unbalanced force 95

of energy.‘ This follows directly .from the of gravity, the machine will now fall along
fundamental laws of ?uid propulsion, laid a curve vto a level below and if the inclination

_ down by W. T. M. Rankine more than ?fty of the propeller as well as its speed of ro

years ago, in conformity with which the tation remain unaltered during the descent,
thrust LS equal to- the integralsum of the the forces T, Tv and Th will continuously
products of the masses and velocities of the increase in proportion to the density of the
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air until the vertical component T‘, of the" at intervals only and performing its func
axial thrust T becomes equal to the gravi tions economically, but will steadily absorb

10

tational attraction. The extent of the drop ‘energy, this .occasioning a considerable waste
will be governed‘by the inclination of the of motive power and adding another to the
propeller axis and for a given angle it will many disadvantages of the helicopter.
be, theoretically, the same no matter at what - Let now the machine he possessed of a
altitude the events take place. To ‘get an certain degree of freedom, as will be the
idea of its magnitude suppose the elevations case normally, and observe in the, ?rst place
of the upper and lower strata measured that the blades of the propeller themselves
from sea level be hx and 72,, respectively, d, constitute planes developing a reaction
and '1], the corresponding air densities and thrust, the- pressure on the lower leading
l-I=26,700 feet the height of‘ the “uniform' blade being greater than that exerted on the
atmosphere,” then as a consequence of,

Boyle’s Law the relation will exist
15

20

25

30

70

higher one owing to the compression of the
air by the body of the machine and‘ in

creased density 1n that region. This thrust
tending to diminish the angle a, will vary
during one revolution, being maximum in
a position when the line of symmetry of the
1t obvious that
i
two propeller blades and that of ?ight are
in the same vertical plane and minimum
I
1:2
___
when the former is at right angles to it.
Tv T sin Ill-sin a.
Nevertheless, if the horizontal speed is great,
in order that the vertical component of the it may be considerable and su?icient to quick
axial ‘thrust ‘in the lower stratum should 1y overcome the inertia and gyroscopic re

80

sistances all the more readily as the upper

90

must be equal tog:Z

just support-the weight. Hence

blade operates to the same effect. Moreover,
this intermittent action partakes of the re

Taking,
degrees,

sin ix
generative quality, the force increasing as
in a special case, the angle “=60 the angle diminishes up to a maximum Jfor
then
a=45jdegrees, and may also give rise to
disturbingv resonant vibrations in the struc
1
1

m= 0.866- 1-.1547, and

95

ture. As its axis is tilted more and more,

the vertical sustaining effort of the propel

ler correspondingly diminishes and the ma
chine will fall with a rapidly increasing loo
In reality the drop will be much greater velocity,
which may ?nally exceed the hori
h, — 72-, = 26,700 X loge 1.1547: 3,840 feet.

35

for the machine, upon reaching the lower
layer with a high velocity relative to the zontal,
directedwhen
upward
the soreaction
as to increase
of the the
blades
angle
.medium, will be urged further down along a and thereby cause the machine to soar
40

the. curved path and the kinetic energy, in higher. Thus periodic oscillations. accom‘ 105
the vertical sense, possessed by the moving

panied by ascents andv descents, will be set
mass must be annihilated before the fall is up
may well be magni?ed to an ex
arrested in a still denser air stratum. At tentwhich
such
as
to bring about a complete over
this point the upward thrust will be far in

and plunge to earth.
excess of the opposed pull of the weight turn
It is held by some experts that the heli- 1m‘
and the apparatus will rise with ?rst increas copter,
because of its smaller body resistance,
' ing and then diminishing speed to a height would be
of a higher speed than the
which may approximate the original. From aeroplane.capable
This
is
an erroneous conclusion,
there it will again fall and . so on, these
contrary to the laws of propulsion. It must
operations being repeated during the for be
borne in mind that in the former type, 11;,
50 ward ?ight, the up and down excursions
the motive power being the same, a greater

45

55

from_ the main horizontal line gradually
of air must be set in motion with a
diminishing in magnitude. After a; lapse mass
velocity
than inthe latter, conse
of time, determined by numerous in?uences, quently itsmaller
must
be
in speed. But
these deviations should become insigni?cant even if the air wereinferior
propelled
in the direc- 120
and the path described nearl rectilinear.
But this is next to impossib e as can be tion of the axis of the screw with the same

readily shownby pointing out another cu
rious feature of the helicopter.
In the foregoing the axis of the propeller
60

65

speed V in both of them, while the aeroplane

approximates the same, the helicopter can
never exceed the horizontal component V

was supposed to move always parallel to cos or which, under the theoretically most 125
conditions of operation, would
itself, which result might be accomplished economical
only be 0.7V, and this would be true no mat
by the use of an adjustable aileron. In ter
how much its resistance is reduced.
this connection it may be pointed out, how
Another very'serious defect of this vkind
ever, that such a‘device will not act in the
manner of a rudder, coming into full play of ?ying machine, from the practical point 130
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of view, is found in its inability of sup ort ‘moment/of the screw. If, instead of one,

ing itself in the air in case of failure 0 the two, propellers are used, either coaxially or '

motor, the projected area of the propeller otherwise disposed, the motors should re

blades being inadequate for reducing-the volve in opposite directions. The seats 4, It,
speed of the fall sufficiently to avoid dis 4 for the operator and passengers are sus~

70

aster, and this is an almost fatalimpediment » pended on tr'unnions 5, 5 on which they can
to its commercial use.

~

From the preceding facts, which are ig
nored in the technical publications on the
10 subject, it will be clear that the successful
solution of the problem is in a different di

turn through an angle of about 90 degrees,
springs and cushions (not shown) being em
ployed to insure and‘ limit their motion

through this angle. The ordinary devices

75

for lateral and directional control 6, 6, 7, '7

'
and 8, 8 are provided with mechanical con
In an application of even date, referred to nections enabling the aviator to actuate them
above, I have disclosed an invention which by hand or-foot from his seat in any posi
15. meets the present necessity in a simple man tion.
rection,

80

ner and, brie?y stated, consists in a novel
Stated in a few words, the operation is as
~ method of transporting bodies through the follows: At the start, vsufficient power is
air according to which the machine is raised turned on by suitable means, also within
' and lowered solely by the propeller and sus reach, and the machine rises vertically in
20 tained in lateral ?ight by planes.
the air to the desired height when it is grad
My \present application is based on new ually tilted through manipulation of the ele
and useful features and combinations of ap vator devices ‘and then proceeds more and

paratus which I have devised for carrying
this method into practice.
Full knowledge of these improvements
will. be readily gained by reference to the
accompanying drawings in which

_ Fig. 1 illustrates the machine in the start
ing or landing position and _
30
Fig. 2 in horizontal ?ight;
'
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the same with the
upper plane partly broken away and '
35

85

more like an aeroplane, the sustaining force

of the propeller being re laced by vertical
reaction of the foils as t ‘e angle of incli 90
nation diminishes and horizontal velocity in"- .

creases. In‘ descending, the forward speed
is reduced and the machine righted again, '

acting as a' ‘helicopter with the propeller
supporting all the vload. The turbine used

95

is of great lightness and activity exception

ally quali?ed to vperform such work for»
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 sectional views of con which the present aviation motors are un<,
structive details.
suited. It is capable of carrying an extra
The structure is composed of two planes or ordinarily great overload and running at 100

foils 1,‘ 1 .rigidly joined. Their length and excessive speed, and during the starting,

distance apart may be such as to form a landing and other relatively short opera
40

45

60

near-square for the sake of smallness and
compactness. With the same object the tail
is omitted or, ‘if used, it is retractable. In
order to raise the machine vertically a very

tions, not only can the necessary power be
easily developed, but this . can be accom

plished without incurring a serious loss of
e?‘iciency. ‘Owing to its extreme simplicity

105

light and powerful prime mover is necessary the motive apparatus is very reliable, but
and as particularly suited for the purpose, should the power give out accidentally, land
I employ, preferably, a turbine described ing can still be effected by volplaning. For
in my U. S. Patent 1,061,206 of May 6, this purpose, in addition to wheels 9, 9 and
1913, which not‘ only ful?lls these require 10, 10, wheels 11, 11 are employed, the latter
ments but lends itself especially to opera being mounted on‘ the forward end under
tion at very high temperatures. Two such the lower plane and so that when the ma
turbines, designated 2, 2 together with other chine rests on level ground,v the propeller
parts and accessories of the power plant, are shaft will have-the desired inclination which

bolted to the frame, being pla ed with due

110

is deemed best for rising in the manner of an -

regard to the centers of gravity and pressure. aeroplane. Such a “helicopter-plane,” con
The usual controlling means are provided structed and operated as described, unites
.and, in addition to these, any of the known the advantages of both types and seems to
55 stabilizing devices-may be embodied in the meet well the requirements of a small, com
machine. At rest the planes are vertical, or pact, very speedy and safe craft for commer
nearly so, and likewise the shaft driving the cial use.
7
propeller 3,'which is of a strength, size and
The abnormal power requirements are
pitch such as will enable it to lift the entire, met by supplying more of the working ?uid
60 weight vertically and withstand safely the to the'motors and driving them faster, or
‘ stresses.
Power is transmitted to the shaft running them at about the same speed and

from the turbines through gearing which‘ increasing the thrust by adjustment of the
‘may be of the single reduction type as illus 'pitch of the propeller, On account of sim
trated, the turbines rotating in the same plicity and much greater range it is pref
direction aIl neutralizing the gyroscopic erable to resort to the ?rst method, in which

1:5
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case the screw should be designed to :work incurred because windage and other losses
most economically in horizontal ?ight, as are virtually absent and most of the rotary
' ,
its e?iciency in the starting and landing op e?'ort is due to the peripheral parts ‘of the,
' erations is of; comparativel. ,'s1ynall im discs.‘ As shownlin- the ?gure, block 13 is
portance. Instead of a sing'e' 'large-Ipro in the position correspondmg to minimum
peller, as described, a numberof small ones‘ effort, the section of the inlet channel being
can'be used, when the turbine 'units’jmaybe about one-?fth of the. whole which is ob
connected advantageously‘ in stages and tained when the block is pulled in its ex.the gearing dispensed with} The biplane treme position. indicated by the dotted line.

70

,

seems to ‘be particularly well suited for the Owing to the increase of the coe?icient of 75

10

chief purpose contemplated, but the inven contraction. and counterpressure attendant
tion is equally well applicable to monoplanes the enlargement of the inlet, the same should
and other types.

_

In order to secure thebest results I have

found it indispensable .to depart, in some
respects, from the usual design of my tur
bines and embody in them certain‘ construc
tivef features and means for varying the
power developed from the minimum neces

'15

20 sary in horizontal ?ight to an amount ex

be Figure
made of
5 shows
ample asection.
different
' means
,
for at

taining the same purpose. In this case the
motors operate like true turbines, the work
- ing" ?uid being fully expanded, or nearly so,

80

through divergent exchangeable nozzles‘ as
15, having a throat of sufficient section for
the passage of ?uid required during maxi~ '

ceeding by far their rated performance, ‘as mum per ormance. The exhaust opening is
may be required in the operations of ascent ' also correspondingly enlarged, though not
and descent, or spurts of speed, or in corny necessarily to the extent indicated in Figure
batting the fury of the elements. Further 4. The power is varied; by means of a
“more, I so proportion and coordinate the throttle valve 16, as used in automobiles,
'?uid pressure generator supplying the pri located in the conduit supplying the air and

90

mary energy,lth_e propelling and the con carbureted fuel to the ?uid pressure‘ genera
trolling means, that for. any f; attitude or tor andmechanically connected to the con
'7 working condition of thejmachine‘the re trolling lever 14. _ his apparatus is ~of .a

quisite thrust‘ may be, almost instantly pro-. capacity adequate to the maximum demand
by which I do not-mean that it is necessarily
duced and accurately adjusted.
The understanding-of these improvements much larger than required for normal per
will be facilitated by reference to Fig. ‘land formances, but is. merely designed to sup- ’
Fig. 5. In the; ?rst named the turbines ply the. working ?uid or, broadly stated,

40

45

50

are intended to‘ operate as rotary engines,
expanding the gases in the rotor as well
as the inlet nozzle -or port 12, the depth of
which can be varied by shifting a block 13,
?tting freely in a milled channel-of .the eas

energy-—whenever desired, at a rate greatly
exceeding the normal.‘ In Figure 3 this ap

velocity is obtaine than with an expanding
nozzle, this enabling the best relation be
tween‘ the peripheral speed of the rotor and
that of the ?uid'to be readily attained. The
performance of such an engine at constant,

ploy, while the plan illustfated in Figure

IUD

paratus is. diagrammatically indicated by

17, and may be any one of a number of
well-known ' types, producing pressure by
ing, through the medium, of lever 14 con internal combustion of- a suitable fuel or by
trolled by the aviator. ,The ori?ce for the external ?ring of a steam boiler.> In the
passage of the elastic ?uid is straight or latter, case, with constant pressure, the ar
slightly convergin , so that a much smaller rangement shown in Figure 4 is best to em

5 can be used to advantage when both pres
sure and quantity of ?uid are-varied.

105

110

.- In operation for vertical ascent, the ma

chine being in the attitude of Figure 1, the

aviator will push forward lever 14 and sup
pressure of supply is, within wide limits, ply
su?icient .primary energy to the motors 115
proportionate to the quantity of the work
ing‘ medium passed through the inlet port for lifting the machine with ‘*the desired
and it is practicable to carry, for inde?nite velocity. When the objective elevation is

reached rudders 7 , 7 are manipulated to in
load, by which I mean up to three or even cline the machine at a.’ certain angle, the
times ' the normal. Exceptional aviator simultaneously applying more pres
55 four
strength and ruggedness of the motors being sure to the lever and augmenting the ?uid

intervals of time, an exceedingly great over

120

imperative inv view of centrifugal stresses supply to the motors, thereby increasing the
and critical speed, their weight need not be propeller thrust in the vertical direction so’
appreciably increased as would be the case as to prevent the machilfe from descending.

60

65

in other forms of prime movers in which,
as a rule, the weight is in nearly direct pro
portion to the power developed. To accom
fplish my purpose I further provide com

He continues these operations always coor 125
dinating the thrust developed ‘with the ,
changes in attitude of the machine‘ until a

certain angle of inclination is attained and

mensurately larger inlet and outlet open the machine is supported chiefly by reaction
ings. No serious disadvantage is thereby of the planes. At this stage he begins to re

130
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duce the pressure ‘on the lever and supply

5

attitudes, and means for controlling the sup
of working ?uid simultaneousl decreasing ply
?uidto the motor in accordance
the. angle of inclination thus iiihally e?'ect withofthetheinclination
of the machine. I
p
ing, by insensible steps, horizontal ?ight._
2. In, an aeroplane adapted for vertical

60

It should be understood that descent and and horizontal propulsion and change from
alighting, as well as rising in the manner “one to the other attitude, the combination
of a true aeroplane may be accom lished as ‘with means for tilting the machine in the
usual. ' In such case the motors wi 1 be oper

air and a system producing thrust approxi
ated at their normal rated capacity. How mately parallel to the principal axis of the 65
~10 ever, when excessive speed becomes neces~ same andincluding a ?uid pressure gener
sar , the effort of the motors may be lnstant- .
ly yand greatly augmented by merely ator having a capacity several times greater

than normally required in horizontal ?ight,

manipulating block 13 or valve 16 as de -a motor capable of carrying over-loads
scribed.
.
15

Whenever it is desired to descend ver

tically', the aviator will reverse the oper
ations as applying to substantial vertical
ascent, which is to say, bring the machine
gradually into starting attitude, at the same
20 time increasing the supply of ?uid to the
motors and the vertical component of the

adequate for support in all attitudes, and
means for, controlling the supply of the

?uid to the motor in accordance with the

inclination of the machine.
3. _In an aeroplane adapted for vertical 75

and horizontal propulsion and change from

one to the other attitude, the combination of
means for tilting the machine in the air, a

propeller thrust, while reducing the hori ?uid pressure generator capable‘of sup ly
zontal. Finally, he will steadily reduce the ing ?uid at a rate several times greater t an
?uid supply and the vertical thrust so as to required for horizontal ?ight, a prime mover
' descend to the landing place at a very low, consistingof a rotor of plane spaced discs
safe velocity.
‘
with central openings and an enclosing cas
In the preceding I have described a ?ying ing with inlet and outlet ori?ces of a section
machine characterized by a number of novel much greater than required for normal per
constructive and operative features and formances respectively at the periphery and
well suited for meeting a pressing necessity center of the same, and means for control
in the present state of the art. The chief ling the supply of the ?uid to the motor in

improvements consist in ?rst, adapting my accordance with the inclination‘ of the ma
turblne motor for excessive overload w1th-'
out appreciable increase of its weight, sec

chine.

'

'

_

4. In an aeroplane adapted for vertical
." 0nd, providing large variable inlet ports and horizontal propulsion and change from '

and corresponding'exhaust openings, with one to the other attitude, the combination
_ the object of meeting the abnormal power of
means for tilting the machine in the air,
requirements in the starting, landing and a thrust
producing system having its prin
other. short operations, and still preserving a cipal energy producing elements designed
40
high e?iciency in horizontal ?ight; third, for normal load in horizontal ?ight but
combining with the turbine a ?uid pressure capable of. carrying over-loads adequate for
generator of adequate capacity with means support of the aeroplane in all attitudes,

for control and, fourth, embodying these and means for controlling the energy .pro

and‘ other features in a suitable‘ structure duced in said system in accordance ‘with the

50

improved in various details. These may inclination of the machine.
be greatly varied and I wish it to be under
5. In a ?ying machine of the kind de
stood that I do not limit myself to the pre scribed in combination with means for ver
cise arrangements illustrated and described. tical and lateral control of two wheel bases
I claim as my invention:
at right angles to one another as set forth.
1. In an aeroplane adapted for vertical
6. In a ?ying machine of the kind de

and horizontal propulsion and change from scribed in combination with means for ver

65

100

105

one to the other attitude, the combination tical and lateral control, of two wheel bases
of means for tilting the machine in the air, at right angles to one another and having 110
a ?uid pressure generator of a capacity sev one or more wheels common to both.

eral times greater than normally required
' in horizontal ?ight, a motor capable of car

' rying overloads adequate for support in all

In. testimony whereof I hereunto a?ix my

signature.
,

NIKOLA TESLA.

Certi?cate of Correction. '

Patent No. 1,655,114.
I

-

Granted January 3, 1928. to

NIKOLA TESLA.

'

it is hereby certi?ed that error appears in the printed speci?cation of the above.
munbered patent requiring correction as follows: Page 1, after line 57, strike out
I the formula and insert instead

E=2<%mv’>; '
and that the said Letters Patent should be read with this correction therein that
the ‘same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Oi?ce.

S1gned and sealed this 20th day of March, A. D; 1928.
[SEAL]
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